Amazon Rainforest 2019 - A Transformational Journey

Join World Traveler Dean Jacobs for an authentic and life changing journey into the Amazon Rainforest of Ecuador. This adventure will be co-led with Cristina Serrano as she shares her wisdom from spending 23 years working with the people who call the Amazon home.

The trip will combine indigenous wisdom and healing with conversations of life coaching to support people and their commitment to live a good life, or Live a Life of Wonder™.

Naku is a community ecotourism project of the Sapara Nation located in the South-Central Amazon of Ecuador, next to the Conambo River. It is situated in one of the most bio diverse places in the world.

We will visit the Sapara territory where we will go on hikes through the jungle, learn about native plants, participate in a cleansing ritual and tobacco ceremony, learn about the dream world and have your dreams interpreted, and create new possibilities!

Trip dates are June 2-10th, 2019 (8 nights in Ecuador)

For more information contact:
Dean Jacobs
Dean Jacobs Adventures
PO Box 911, Fremont NE 68026
dean@deanjacobsadventures.com
Phone: 402-512-4566
www.deanjacobs.org